Wageningen Warriors rental agreement
The club gear may be used during games and practices, by signing this agreement you are
responsible for the equipment you are borrowing. You agree to the terms outlined below:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

You are not allowed to take any of the equipment home without the knowledge of
the MatCo members or the team captains.
Before you can take home equipment you should sign a rental agreement.
If under any circumstances equipment gets broken while not being used in an appropriate
way, you are responsible for the costs of the replacement.
Rental cost per item is €20 per match season, starting from the moment until the Captain
Lax order has arrived at the club. Additionally, materials can be rented for a single game
for €5 per match.
Men’s gear is available for first year members as a package deal. You can rent a full set of
gear for €40 per season. This does not include the deposit.
The deposit for a stick/goggles/helmet is:
o €25 for a stick/goggles
o €50 for a helmet
You will sign a new rental agreement, under supervision of a MatCo member, when
switching materials.
This agreement is valid for one match season, after which you shall return the materials
and receive your deposit back, or sign a new agreement.

Items you want to rent:
o Stick (deposit €25), number: ………….
o Goggles (deposit €25), number: ………….
o Helmet (deposit €50), number:………….
o Gloves, number:………….
o Elbows, number:………….
o Shoulder pads, number:………….
o Goggles, number:………….
o Reversible:…………
For the season of: …………………………………… (yyyy/yyyy)
Additional information:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….......
Name user:
Name MatCo member/captain:
……………………….
.……………………….
When the item is damaged by usage in an improper way or is missing, the costs of the
replacements may be deducted from my deposit.
Autograph user
Autograph MatCo member/captain
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I will transfer the rent within one week of receiving the equipment or signing this form,
whichever occurs later.
Autograph user:

Handover date: …………………
Returning date: …………………
IBAN: NL 79 RABO 0177 8828 59

Deposit to be paid: €……….
Rent to be paid: €………..
NAME: W.S.L.V Wageningen Warriors

I confirm that both the rent and the deposit for this equipment have been paid in full by the
user.
Date: ………………………………….
Autograph Treasurer:

I confirm that this contract has properly ended: A new agreement has been signed for any
materials that are still in possession of the user, OR all of the materials agreed upon have
been handed in. I will transfer the remainder of the deposit over the returned items back to
the user within one week of this contract ending.
Date: ………………………………….
Autograph Treasurer:
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